The spin ice materials Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 are by now perhaps the best-studied classical frustrated magnets. A crucial step towards the understanding of their low temperature behaviour -both regarding their unusual dynamical properties and the possibility of observing their quantum coherent time evolution -is a quantitative understanding of the spin-flip processes which underpin the hopping of magnetic monopoles. We attack this problem in the framework of a quantum treatment of a single ion subject to the crystal, exchange and dipolar fields from neighbouring ions. By studying the fundamental quantum mechanical mechanisms, we discover a bimodal distribution of hopping rates which depends on the local spin configuration, in broad agreement with rates extracted from experiment. Applying the same analysis to Pr2Sn2O7 and Pr2Zr2O7, we find an even more pronounced separation of time scales signalling the likelihood of coherent many-body dynamics that is likely to have signatures in the behaviour of these systems.
Introduction -Some of the most exciting discoveries in strongly correlated systems in recent years are related to topological phases of matter. These phases are often conveniently described as novel types of vacua hosting quasiparticle excitations which are charged under an emergent gauge field. In contrast to Fermi liquids [1, 2] and Luttinger liquids [3] , where such quasiparticles provide a complete description of all low energy states, here one needs to keep track of the joint time evolution of quasiparticles and gauge fields. Doing this in full generality is a highly non-trivial task, and remains largely unexplored, despite the huge interest in the context of, e.g., parton theories of correlated quantum matter [4, 5] . In practice, one can instead resort to largely uncontrolled approximation schemes such as mean-field treatments in which the particle moves in an averaged background gauge field.
The spin ice compounds Ho 2 Ti 2 O 7 (HTO) and Dy 2 Ti 2 O 7 (DTO) [6] are generally believed to host a topological Coulomb spin liquid [7] . Here, the emergent gauge field is particularly simple to visualise, as its gauge flux is encoded in the spins themselves. The motion of a quasiparticle amounts to spin flip processes, which are subject to the energetics and quantum dynamics of the underlying many-body Hamiltonian.
In this paper, we report an analysis of this elementary building block of quasiparticle motion, with the detailed microscopic knowledge on spin ice available in the literature [6, 7] as foundation. We study the local dynamics of emergent monopole excitations, which has a quantum mechanical (tunnelling) origin, rooted in the transverse terms of the dipolar and exchange interactions between rare-earth (RE) ions. The key question is: how do the predominantly off-diagonal terms ('transverse fields') necessary to induce monopole hopping arise in a material whose statistics are excellently described by a classical Figure 1 . (a-c) 3 inequivalent low-energy configurations of a 2-tetrahedron system hosting only one monopole (red sphere). Fields on the central site 0 due to its j = 1, 2, . . . , 6 n.n. are purely transverse to z0 ∝ 111 in 2/3 of the cases (a,bvectors in green), and are identically null in the remaining 1/3 (c). (d) Histogram of the dipolar fields resulting on 0 from its 6 n.n. spins (left panel), and from the inclusion of further 18 spins in the n.n.n tetrahedra (right panel). This verifies that the bimodal distribution (2:1) is mostly unaffected when we consider an 8-tetrahedron system (24 surrounding spins).
Whereas the vast majority of spins in the sample experience longitudinal fields, which justify a classical description, some of the spins adjacent to a monopole experience predominantly transverse fields. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a monopole has 3 available lattice bonds to hop across, and, statistically, we find a bimodal distribution of transverse fields, and thence of quasiparticle hopping rates, in ratio 2:1 (fast:slow). We posit that these τ fast and τ slow are the fundamental (tunnelling) timescales underlying a broad range of dynamic phenomena in spin ices [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The timescales we obtain are faster than those observed in AC susceptibility experiments. We suggest that fast decoherence may account for this difference via an effective appearance of the quantum Zeno effect. This could be avoided for even faster microscopic dynamics. Indeed, a direct application of our approach to the 'quantum spin ice' compounds Pr 2 Sn 2 O 7 (PSO) and Pr 2 Zr 2 O 7 (PZO), which yields an even stronger separation of time scales, makes coherent many-body quantum dynamics a realistic scenario there. Furthermore, we argue that our results provide a new promising route for a more efficient modelling and investigation of the properties of quantum spin ices.
Model -Spin ices are magnets where anisotropic Ising-like spins reside on a pyrochlore lattice of cornersharing tetrahedra. The exchange and dipolar interactions between the spins are largely frustrated, and at low temperatures the ground state is described by an extensively degenerate manifold of configurations obeying the so called 'ice rules' (in each tetrahedron, 2 spins point 'in', towards its centre, and 2 point 'out') [6] . The lowest excitations above such ground state are effective magnetic monopoles with Coulomb interactions [7] .
The local Ising anisotropies originate from the strong crystalline-electric-fields (CEF) acting on the J-manifold of the RE
3+

ions (for Ho
3+
, Dy
and Pr
ions, the total angular momentum quantum number is, respectively, J = 8, 15/2 and 4) [16, 17] . Low energy dynamics between the single-ion states of the ground-state doublet, |− i and |+ i (labelled by S i = −1, 1), necessarily involve transitions via the CEF excited states, with energies ∆E 10 2 K [6, 18] . In the temperature range where the monopole description is valid (T 1 K), thermal activation of CEF excited states is negligible so that quantum tunnelling must underpin the spin dynamics [8] . This provides a mechanism for the flipping of the minority of spins that are not frozen by a local (longitudinal) combined dipolar and effective exchange field. These are of course the flippable spins next to a monopole.
We focus on a given spin, say i = 0, to study the single spin-flip dynamics which amounts to the hopping of a monopole. Our Hamiltonian,
describes a RE-ion at site 0 of an N -site pyrochlore system.Ĥ acts on the Hilbert space of the RE
of interest with total angular momentum quantum number J.
(We work in the 2J + 1 dimensional |M ≡ |J, M eigenbasis ofĴ z for the local quantisation axis z 0 ∝ 111 .) H CEF is the crystal-field Hamiltonian [16] , andĤ dip (0) andĤ exc (0) describe, respectively, dipolar and exchange interactions with other RE 3+ ions. Our main approximation for Eq. (1) is that each of the other N − 1 spins in the system is projected onto one of its own CEF ground-state doublet states, |± j (i.e. S j = ±1 for j = 0). We thus ignore joint dynamical correlations that may develop in the simultaneous motion of all flippable spins (e.g., spins S 0 , S 4 , S 5 in Fig. 1 ought to be studied together, as potentially entangled spins [19] ). Notice however that the simultaneous re-orientation of two or three of the spins S 0 , S 4 , S 5 in Fig. 1 produces higher excitated states; and that the re-orientation of one of them generates a longitudinal field pinning the other two in their initial state. This observation supports the validity of our approximation.
Dipolar interactions -Let us consider the simplest pyrochlore system of interest for the hopping of a monopole: two adjacent tetrahedra, where only one tetrahedron hosts a monopole and flipping the central spin S 0 allows the monopole to hop to the other tetrahedron. There are only 3 symmetry-inequivalent such spin configurations, illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Using the conventional dipolar interaction [6] , it is straightforward to show that the 6 neighbouring spins exert a field on the central site given by
As represented in Figs. 1a-1c, spin pairs (S j , S j+3 ) with j = 1, 2, 3, have the same anisotropiesẑ j =ẑ j+3 and opposite n.n. positions r j ≡ r 0j = r nnrj = −r 0j+3 , with |ẑ j | = |r j | = 1. Using Eq. (2), we find that all 2-tetrahedron configurations hosting one monopole next to a flippable spin ( Fig. 1) have vanishing longitudinal component, B = B {6} dip (0) ·ẑ 0 = 0, as expected for flippable spins. Remarkably, such spin configurations do not all give the same (transverse) fields: in 2/3 of the cases, Figs. 1a-1b, B ⊥ is finite and points along the high-symmetry CEF angles φ n of Ref. [16] ; whereas in the remaining 1/3, Fig. 1c , B ⊥ = 0 identically, since r 0 is a centre of inversion [20] .
Because of corrections to the projective equivalence [21] , dipolar-fields from farther spins (N − 1 > 6) can alter our conclusions from the 2-tetrahedron system. To check this, in Fig. 1d we compare the field-distribution of B includes the farther 18 spins belonging to the next 6 tetrahedra adjacent to the 2 tetrahedra at r 1 , . . . , r 6 ). The histograms in Fig. 1d show that the bimodal fielddistribution is largely preserved: the two values for B {6} ⊥ evolve into two well separated distributions for B {24} ⊥ ≈ 0.45 Tesla in 2/3 of the cases, and B {24} ⊥ ≈ 0.03 Tesla in 1/3. The histograms in Fig. 1d agree with Monte Carlo simulations on larger systems [22] , and the nonzero spread is indeed a signature of the departure from projective equivalence.
These results imply that the associated spin dynamics is remarkably correlated to the local environment. For a flippable spin next to a monopole, two very distinct flipping rates, τ fast and τ slow , appear, with a 2:1 ratio. In the following we show that the same comes to pass for the full fledged form of the exchange interactions.
Exchange interactions -To achieve a realistic model of exchange coupling in RE 3+ pyrochlores, we first writê
σ1,σ2
the Hamiltonian for the oxygen-mediated super-exchange of f -electrons between two n.n. RE
ions at r and r . Eq. (3) pyrochlore (details in Ref. [24] ). The operatorf † r,m,σ (f r,m,σ ) creates (annihilates) at r an f -electron with orbital and spin magnetic quantum numbers m = 0, ±1 and m s = σ/2, respectively (σ = ±1). R † r R r match the local systems of coordinates at r and r . The parameters
, and x = V pf π /V pf σ contain the complex relationships between the n electrons in the f -shell, their (repulsive) Coulomb energy U , the change in energy ∆ for the removal of an electron from the oxygen, and, most importantly, the Slater-Koster hybridisation parameters
We then project each n.n. ion as we did for the case of dipolar interactions, to obtain the 'single-ion' exchange Hamiltonian
which operates in the 2J + 1 dimensional Hilbert space of the central ion. This is a highly anisotropic Hamiltonian that cannot be easily interpreted as a field distri-
exc ). We study it by considering Ĵ = ψ|Ĵ|ψ , where |ψ is the ground state ofĤ CFx (0) =Ĥ CEF +Ĥ exc (0). Once again, the spin configurations in Fig. 1 exhibit a bimodal behaviour: in 2/3 of the cases, Ĵ is purely transverse to z 0 at φ n angles (e.g., Figs. 1a-1b); in 1/3 of the cases Ĵ = 0 (e.g., Fig. 1c ) [20] . As a matter of fact, for this inversionsymmetric case,Ĥ exc (0) is diagonal in the |M basis, and symmetric under M ↔ −M .
The above behaviour holds for any E exc , a and x, as long asĤ exc is a small perturbation toĤ CEF . Notwithstanding, we summarise here how we set these parameters to obtain quantitative results (further details in the Supplemental Material [25] ). Firstly, a relationship between a and x is found by requiring the diagonal part ofĤ ff (r, r ), projected onto the ground state CEF doublet manifold of each of the two spins involved, to be proportional to σ z r ⊗ σ z r , which is a central feature in both classical and quantum (n.n.) spin-ice Hamiltonians [6, 23] . Then the behaviour ofĤ exc (0) projected on the GS doublet of the central spin is compared witĥ
rj for given configurations of the 6 outer spins. We find that the value of J nn , typically obtained experimentally, sets E exc as a function of x.
We are finally left with only one parameter, x, which was argued in Ref. 26 to vary in the range (−1, 0). We study its effect by looking at the behaviour of the central spin under the single-ion HamiltonianĤ CEF +Ĥ exc (0) derived from a 2-tetrahedron system where the 6 outer spins are projected on different CEF GS configurations. We observe no appreciable change in HTO and DTO: the results are consistent throughout the range with the known sign of the interaction and a nearly fully polarised GS dipole moment. The same is not true for PSO and PZO, and in particular the correct sign of the exchange interactions (opposite to HTO and DTO) occurs only for x ∈ (−1, −0.3) in PSO and for x ∈ (−1, −0.6) in PZO. Beyond these values we observe a reversal of the GS dipole moment, with corresponding closing of the gap, signalling a change between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic nature of the exchange interactions. Such phenomena are worthy of further investigation in their own right, but are beyond the scope of the present work. In our discussion, it suffices to set x = −1 for all systems considered.
Spin dynamics and timescales -We study the unitary spin dynamics of the central spin under the influence of both dipolar and exchange interactions by means of Eq. (1). In 
as a function of M = −J, . . . , J − 1, J and t (sec), as discussed in the main text. On each density plot is overlaid the curve Ĵ z (t) . ones in the literature. On the one hand, µSR experiments report µs timescales due to persistent spin dynamics [29] [30] [31] . On the other, AC-susceptibility measurements report ms timescales for relaxation in DTO [12, 13] . Suggestively, such two timescales have the same order of magnitude as τ fast and τ slow , respectively, and it is tempting to look for a direct correspondence. However, we hitherto neglected any source of decoherence. Even the fast timescales for HTO and DTO in our work are relatively 'slow' in that respect. Experiments on molecular spin-qubits with Ho 3+ ions in the same point symmetry D 3d yield decoherence times at the best up to 50 µs [32] . In conventional spin ice experimental settings, we therefore expect decoherence timescales faster than spin ice dynamics, by orders of magnitude. The effective spin-flip time can then be much longer than the precession time, due to the environment projecting the time-evolved state back to its initial one -a phenomenon called quantum Zeno effect [33, 34] . The effect can be illustrated by considering a toy model (see Supplemental Material [25] ) of a precessing spin-1/2 degree of freedom (with precession time τ caused by a transverse field), coupled to an effective bath at Poissonian-distributed random times (with an 'observation' time constant τ o ). The bath takes the form of projections onto the states |± . The fastdecoherence regime τ o τ results in a large effective spin-flip timescale ∆t ∼ τ 2 /τ o . In HTO and DTO, this could reconcile the AC experimental timescales (∼ ms) with τ fast (∼ µs). These values require spin-decoherence timescales of order 0.1 − 1 ns, which are indeed plausible. Notice that, under this assumption, τ slow becomes of the order of 1 s.
Conclusions -Our work highlights an intriguing and hitherto poorly understood correlation in the spin dynamics of spin ice models and materials, whereby a monopole alters locally the spin background, and the latter (pre)determines whether and how fast the former can hop. Specifically, we find a bimodal distribution of transverse (dipolar and exchange) field strengths and corresponding timescales.
Let us then consider a spin experiencing a longitudinal field which vanishes when a monopole arrives in a tetrahedron next to it. This amounts to a quench which initiates the quantum dynamical processes described in this paper. These in turn lead to the actual hopping of the monopole, quite possibly in conjunction with decoherence due to the environment. While this physical picture is rudimentary, our calculations do identify the key timescales involved in spin-ice dynamics arising from dipolar and exchange interactions. We believe that this is a crucial ingredient for understanding the dynamics below the 'quantum-classical' crossover observed in spin ice around T = 13 K [35] .
Our finding of τ fast and τ slow may have important implications on the response and equilibration properties in HTO and DTO. For instance, Monte Carlo simulations used to model AC susceptibility [36] [37] [38] ought to be modified to account for the two timescales discussed in our work, which can lead to subtle yet measurable effects.
The separation in timescales becomes remarkably large in PSO and PZO, with τ fast potentially considerably shorter than the decoherence time scale, consistently with expectations for candidate quantum spin ices. This suggests the need for a few-body dynamical description incorporating coherent longer-range hopping processes for the monopoles (e.g., flips of S 0 and S 3 in Fig. 1a) . Our results also imply that the dynamics corresponding to the slow time scale will not occur quantum-coherently. It will be interesting to determine which observable consequences this will have. In particular, it provides us with the intriguing possibility of an approximate modelling of these systems that, à la Born-Oppenheimer, focuses on a quantum mechanical description of the fast processes, and a classical stochastic description of the slow ones, thus substantially reducing the complexity of a three dimensional strongly correlated quantum system [39] .
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I. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
A convenient set of local coordinate systems for a pyrochlore lattice is
illustrated in Fig. 1a (see also Refs. [1, 2] ).
(a) (b) Figure 1 .
(a) The crystal axes of the system, x, y, z, are shown in black. The local axes x0, y0, z0 on the central site 0, and x1, y1, z1 at both r01 and r04 = −r01 are shown in blue (where r0j is the displacement vector of site j from 0). See also Fig. (4) in Ref. [2] . (b) Example of a 2-tetrahedron configuration with a north monopole in the lower tetrahedron and the central spin as its minority one (the dipolar field in the centre -not shown -points along {4, 3, 3}).
Notice that spins at sites j and j + 3, with j = 1, 2, 3, have r 0j ≡ r j − r 0 = −r 0(j+3) and the same local axes.
II. DIPOLAR INTERACTIONS
We consider the classical dipolar Hamiltonian
where r ij is the separation vector between sites i and j, D = µ0|m| 2 /4πr 3 nn is the dipolar coupling constant between unit-length spins (|S i | = |S j | = 1), and r nn is their n.n. distance.
The magnetic dipole moment of a magnetic ion is m i = |m|S i . More precisely, m i = g J µ B ψ i |Ĵ|ψ i , where |ψ i is one of the two maximally polarised CEF ground states of the single-ion of interest andĴ = (Ĵ x ,Ĵ y ,Ĵ z ) its total angular momentum operator. In HTO and DTO the strength of dipolar interactions originates from |m| ≈ 10µ B of Dy
3+
and Ho 3+ ions, respectively. Their Ising character derives from the axial anisotropy of the magnetic moment, i.e. Ĵ ψi ≈ Ĵ z ψi , whereĴ z is defined with respect to the local axis z i . Therefore, it is convenient to write m i = S i |m|z i .
In a system of N RE
ions, the N − 1 spins S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N −1 produce a dipolar field on site i = 0,
where we introduced for convenience the notation r 0j ≡ |r 0j |r 0j , with |r 0j | = 1. If we consider a 2-tetrahedron (7 spin) cluster (Fig. 1a) , the 6 spins nearest-neighbours to the central one can be conveniently paired according to their easy axis: {1,4}, {2,5}, {3,6}. Each pair j, j + 3 has z j = z j+3 and also opposite displacement vectorsr j ≡r 0j = −r 0j+3 . The resulting dipolar field at the central spin 0 is then
where we used the fact that 3 (z j ·r j ) = − √ 6, for any j. If the two spins have opposite orientations (S j = −S j+3 ) their contribution to B {6} dip (0) vanishes, while if they have the same orientation (S j = S j+3 ), it doubles. (For n.n. interactions, it is typical to define D nn = 5D/3, from z i · z j + √ 6r j = 5/3, for any i = j.) From Eq. (4) one sees readily that all 2in-2out states of a 2-tetrahedron system produce dipolar fields with strong longitudinal components along the local easy axis of the central spin. The situation is remarkably different in the case where one of the two tetrahedra hosts a monopole. Up to symmetries of the system, there are three such inequivalent configurations. The other configurations are obtained by global (clockwise and anticlockwise) rotations of 120 degrees around the 111 symmetry axis of the 2 tetrahedra, and by overall spin-reversal. Using the pairwise summation in Eq. (4), one can immediately show that the field acting on the central spin vanishes in one such configuration, whereas it is finite (and purely transverse) in the remaining two. We find that the finite transverse fields point along φ n = 30
• + n 60
• , n = 0, 1, . . . , 5, namely the high-symmetry crystal-field directions in Ref. 2 . This fact plays a crucial role in the extent of the spin precession.
Notice that there are other configurations featuring one monopole in a 2-tetrahedron system, not discussed in the main text, where the central spin is a minority spin in the tetrahedron hosting the monopole (minority with respect to the 3in-1out or 3out-1in configuration). One such configuration is shown for example in Fig. 1b . In this case, the central spin experiences a large longitudinal field component that pins its direction and prevents any substantial precession. Indeed, the reversal of the central spin produces a tetrahedron with 4 spins pointing in (or out), which is a state with higher energy in spin ice than 3in-1out or 3out-1in monopoles.
Although we have considered only a small cluster of spins surrounding the central one, we find that they provide a good indication of the behaviour of the internal fields even when farther neighbours are included. We verified this by comparing to a 25-spin cluster (discussed hereafter) and to large scale Monte Carlo simulations (not shown; we are grateful to G. Sala for sharing with us Ewald-summed Monte Carlo data [3] ).
In the 25-spin cluster, we consider the system of 8 tetrahedra illustrated in Fig. 2 . Dipolar fields on the central site are sampled by considering exhaustively the configurations of the other 24 spins where all tetrahedra are in 2in-2out states, except for the one marked by a red sphere (panels 2b and 2c), which hosts a monopole [4] . The resulting fields are then used to build the histograms in the bottom panels of Fig. 2 , illustrating the probabilities of the corresponding longitudinal (B ) and transverse (B ⊥ ) field components.
In the absence of monopoles, Fig. 2a , the central spin is subject to a dominant longitudinal field B ≈ 0.8 Tesla (Fig. 2d) . The small transverse field component is unlikely to induce appreciable quantum fluctuations. Crucially, the field distribution remains largely unchanged (Fig. 2e) if a monopole is introduced in a tetrahedron that is not adjacent to the central spin (Fig 2b) .
In presence of a monopole adjacent to the central spin (Fig. 2c) , the situation is very different: the longitudinal component is suppressed (B ≈ 0) and the transverse field distribution becomes strikingly bimodal (peaked at ≈ 0.03 Tesla and 0.45 Tesla), similarly to the 2-tetrahedron system. Once again, we find that, of the total number of configurations, 1/3 have transverse field 0 ≤ B 0.15 Tesla and 2/3 have 0.3 B 0.6 Tesla.
Finally, the inset to Fig. 2f shows that the local fields are distributed on the transverse plane mainly along the high-symmetry crystal-field angles, φ n as is the case (exactly) for n.n. interactions. Remarkably, these are the only transverse field directions that induce full-flip quantum dynamics [2] .
III. EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS
To calculate the exchange interaction, we follow the perturbative approach presented in Ref. [1] by Onoda and Tanaka. It considers the virtual superexchange of electrons between n.n. RE ions, allowed by the hybridization of the f orbitals of the RE with the p orbitals of the O1 Oxygen at the centre of the relevant tetrahedron. A detailed derivation can be found in Chap. 4 of Ref. [6] , and we present here a summary pertinent to our context.
A. f -electron superexchange
We begin by generalising Eq. (17) ions hosting any number n of electrons in the f -shell:
where r and r are the coordinates of the two neighbouring RE-sites. The energy scales regulating the virtual electron hopping are named according to Ref. [1] : U is the Coulomb energy for the repulsion of two electrons on the same RE-site r; ∆ is the change in energy for the RE-O1-RE system if an electron is removed from the O1 site; and V m=±1 = V pf π , V m=0 = V pf σ are the SlaterKoster parameters for RE-O1 hybridisation [1, 6, 7] . The fermionic operatorf † r,m,σ creates an f -electron with magnetic quantum numbers m l ≡ m and m s ≡ σ /2 for, respectively, the orbital and spin contribution, at site r. Analogously,f r,m,σ is the annihilation operator. The Wigner matrix elements (R r ) m,m σ,σ = m, σ|R r |m , σ rotate the representations of the electronic states between the local and global coordinate systems as defined in Eq. (4) of Ref. [2] . The matrices R † r R r therefore match the local representations between two r, r RE-sites. (For a list of convenient coordinate systems for pyrochlores see Eqs. (4.22) in Ref. [6] , also reported in Sec. I.)
We only consider nearest-neighbour superexchange interactions involving the central spin of a 2-tetrahedron system. The summation in Eq. (5) therefore has r = r 0 and r = r j , j = 1, 2, ..., 6 being the 6 nearest neighbours. A complete quantum-mechanical treatment, in the |M ≡ |J, M eigenbasis ofĴ z of the ground Jmultiplet associated to a given RE 
where |0 ≡ |0 RE 3+ is the 'vacuum' for the f -shell of a given RE 3+ ion, and m i , σ i are the magnetic quantum numbers of the i-th f -electron [6] .
A simple example is the case of two electrons in the f -shell in Pr (Figs. 2a,2d) ; one monopole one-step away from the central site (Figs. 2b,2e) ; one monopole next to the central site (Figs. 2c,2f) ; non contractible (n.c.) pair at the central site (not shown in Fig. 2 , see Ref. [5] ).
in Ref. [1] can be summarised as
and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (
dictate the combination of angular momenta in composite systems by ensuring
and, analogously,
These properties apply to any two angular momenta [8] .
Despite its generality, this approach becomes cumbersome as soon as more than two electrons are present in the f -shell. Indeed, Eq. (5) relies on the decompositions of |M in terms of the many-body operators (similarly to Eq. (7) above and more explicitly to Eqs. (B1) in Ref. [1] ). In DTO and HTO, for example, Dy Here we use an alternative approach that circumvents such difficulties. We obtain the many-body expansion for only one of the possible states |M 0 , and then deduce the other |M = |M 0 using ladder operators,
where
Given |M 0 in terms of the fermionic operators acting on the vacuum, then the complete set of many-body states in Eq. (6) can be obtained thanks to Eq. (11), and Table I . The (ap, dp) coefficients parametrising the a = a(x) relationships for different pyrochlore systems. pyrochlores (PSO and PZO included). Having obtained the relationships a(x) and E exc (x) as above, we find that varying x ∈ (−1, 0) has essentially no effect for HTO and DTO parameters, and is consistent throughout with the known sign of the exchange coupling, J nn < 0 (i.e., favouring all-in and all-out states). On the contrary, varying x in the same range does affect the behaviour for PSO and PZO parameters. This is most conveniently seen if we assemble the Hamiltonian for a 2-tetrahedron cluster, projected, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , onto a given choice of CEF ground states for the 6 outer spins,
which operates in the 2J +1 dimensional Hilbert space of the central ion. Eq. (24) is then a single ion Hamiltonian that can be added to the CEF Hamiltonian for the central ion, and diagonalised to obtain, say, the behaviour of its ground state dipole moment m = g J µ B Ĵ 0 . We find that the value of the moment depends on x, and more importantly it can invert its direction, thus changing the ferro/antiferromagnetic nature of the exchange interaction. From experiments we know that the magnetic dipole moment in PSO and PZO is m ≈ 2.5 µ B , and we expect the exchange interactions to be dominant over the dipolar ones. Therefore, existing evidence of spin ice behaviour (2in-2out low energy states) implies that the nearest neighbour exchange coupling is frustrated (i.e., it has the opposite sign as in HTO and DTO). These conditions are generally verified in our approach for x ∈ (−1, −0.3) (PSO) and x ∈ (−1, −0.6) (PZO), although we noticed a remarkable sensitivity of the GS dipole moment m on the value of x in PZO that may be worth investigating further in the future. In summary, we find that x ≈ −1 is a good working value for all the systems considered in this study, and we therefore use it throughout the manuscript.
IV. QUANTUM ZENO EFFECT
It is interesting to illustrate how the Quantum Zeno effect [13] can lead to an increase in spin flip timescales using the following toy model. We consider a spin-1/2 degree of freedom initially prepared, say, in the 'up' state, in presence of a transverse field that makes it precess on a timescale τ . The system is coupled to a 'model environment' that observes the state of the spin at random times with respect to the chosen initial basis, thus projecting it either onto the 'up' or 'down' state. The times between consecutive observations µ are drawn from a Poissonian distribution with characteristic time τ o ,
Let us define |ψ 0 to be the initial state of the system, U j ≡ exp −iĤµ j / to be the unitary time evolution operator due the chosen transverse field HamiltonianĤ over a time µ j , and for convenience we introduce the notation
The survival probability associated with a sequence of observations occurring at times {µ j } = {µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ m }, stochastically drawn from p(µ j ), can be expressed as [14, 15] :
The average value of the survival probability after m observations is therefore [14] P(m) = 
Substituting p (µ) and q(µ) in Eq. (28), we obtain the (no-flip) survival probability P(m) = exp m ln 
This result can be readily modified to obtain the probability that the spin survives m − 1 observations and flips on the following (m-th) one: 
The average time for m observations is ∆t = mτ o , and its distribution becomes progressively more peaked the larger the number of observations m, by the central limit theorem. Therefore, for sufficiently large values of m, it is reasonable to carry out the approximate change of variable m = ∆t/τ o ,
and obtain the probability distribution of flipping in a time interval ∆t: 
which is more conveniently expressed in units of τ o and as a function of x = τ o /τ :
(1/x 2 + 2π 2 ) ln 1/x 2 + 2π By looking at the asymptotic behaviour,
we immediately recognise the Quantum Zeno effect in the divergence of the spin flip timescale in the limit x → 0. We note for completeness that the interpretation of ∆t as a spin flip timescale in the opposite limit of x → ∞ is arguably questionable, as it corresponds to the case of a spin completing a large number of precessions between consecutive observations by the environment.
In Fig. 5 we compare the analytical result in Eq. (34) with a straightforward numerical simulation of the quantum stochastic system. Notice the very good agreement already for a relatively small number of observations, m ∼ 25.
